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• In 2015, I sat down with a member of our Management 

Board to outline what would become the basis of our agile 

working strategy. As a property consultancy business, we 

understood better than most the changes that were 

underway in the workplace. We could see the value in 

increasing our collaborative workspaces, hot-desking and 

how utilising technology to provide our people with 

information 'on the go' would increase the productivity 

and e%ectiveness of our teams.  

• This was also underpinned by the transition in 2018 to a 

Cloud first approach, ensuring our legacy systems were 

upgraded to cloud-based platforms. This ensured our 

workforce were able to benefit from the intrinsic nature of 

Cloud, remote and mobile services o%ered by web-based 

applications. 

 

  Our Three IT PillarsOur Three IT PillarsOur Three IT PillarsOur Three IT Pillars    

As we reflect on the team response across Carter Jonas to COVID-19, it's been incredible to observe how technology has 

played such a vital role, and how our people have torn down cultural barriers to adopt new ways of working. 

 

"Who led the digital transformation of your company? a) CEO b) CTO c) COO d) A Global Pandemic""Who led the digital transformation of your company? a) CEO b) CTO c) COO d) A Global Pandemic""Who led the digital transformation of your company? a) CEO b) CTO c) COO d) A Global Pandemic""Who led the digital transformation of your company? a) CEO b) CTO c) COO d) A Global Pandemic"    

• Throughout the last two years Carter Jonas’ cyber 

protection has been maturing, with the introduction of 

various accreditations and certifications from Cyber 

Essentials to ISO 27001. The information security 

governance has played an important part in ensuring our 

agile and cloud strategies would provide a robust 

platform, continuing to protect our information assets. 

• These three strategic pillars have provided the 

foundations for the successful IT and organisational 

response to COVID-19. 

Agile Working StrategyAgile Working StrategyAgile Working StrategyAgile Working Strategy    
Utilising technology in order for Carter Jonas people to work when, where and how they 
choose through a mix of collaborative o;ce spaces, hot-desking and remote working. 

Information SecurityInformation SecurityInformation SecurityInformation Security    
An information security management system which ensures confidentialityconfidentialityconfidentialityconfidentiality, integrityintegrityintegrityintegrity and 
availabilityavailabilityavailabilityavailability of Carter Jonas information systems. Investment of InfoSec controls included 
secure VPN, adaptive threat protection and multi factor authentication. 

Cloud first strategyCloud first strategyCloud first strategyCloud first strategy    
Utilising the latest cloud infrastructure and applications to provide a scalable environment, 
from data-communications, VOIP telephony and O;ce 365. 
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Approach & InitiativesApproach & InitiativesApproach & InitiativesApproach & Initiatives    

• In early March 2020 Carter Jonas through the leadership 

of the COVID Management Response team (a firm-wide 

group of Operational Heads and the Executive 

leadership of our firm) took the early decision to 

conduct a firmwide business continuity stress test, with 

all sta% working from home, to prove our process and 

technology robustness and one of the first opportunities 

we had to demonstrate the true value of the IT 

investments the organisation has made.  

 

Working with our data-comms provider to 

respond quickly to increase the level of VPN 

connections and increase the central internet  

  bandwidth.  

 

As part of the agile working strategy ensure 

people had the required connectivity through 

their Carter Jonas laptop. 

 

• Services which we had often taken for granted as a 

'utility' were now operating well through online email 

and intranet services. The firm-wide test was a success 

and gave the response team the confidence required to 

switch to all sta% working from home. 

• It was clear that to ensure productivity across the firm 

remained high, the COVID Management Response team 

would look to technology to provide the answer to our 

various operational challenges. The recent technology 

investments we had made through our digital 

transformation planning meant the firm had a Swiss 

Army knife of responses to each challenge COVID-19 

threw at us. With the ability to react to the high volumes 

of requests to change in our processes.  

• As part of the first phase we also needed to ensure we 

had resilience in our workforce, with the ability to 

continue to distribute assets such as additional 

monitors, laptop peripherals as well as replacements 

when faults were found.  

 

IT Service & Asset Management - Incorporated 

the latest image and deployment software in 

order to automate, build and configure laptops, 

and through improvements to our supply chain 

ensure devices could be shipped to homes next 

day. The service desk was also able to operate 

from home, utilising telephony contact centre and 

case management software. This enabled the 

team to pro-actively manage and prioritise 

incidents and requests.  

 

Communication strategy - the IT and Marketing 

departments worked closely together to provide a 

multi-channel platform. This included changing all 

desktop backgrounds with key COVID-19 

protection tips, a SharePoint portal to direct sta% 

to key information, and using the mobile 

management deployment technology, push a 

dedicated COVID-19 internal communications app 

to all iPhones. 

 

• As a multi-disciplined business across 34 UK o;ces it 

was also essential our teams could still collaborate 

e%ectively. Again, technology was able to play an 

important role, building on current applications from the 

rollout of the iManage Document Management System 

and Intranet services.  

 

To improve productivity the decision was taken to 

deploy Microsoft Teams, rapidly deployed via 

cloud services. This has improved our document 

sharing, increased our online meetings and aided 

collaboration and communication within and 

between teams.  

 

• Learning and development tools were also important to 

ensure our people were provided with the appropriate 

training on the new technology and adopting to new 

ways of working from home. Through a blended learning 

approach, the application training team have been able 

to continue with online courses and distribute quick 

reference guides and other material. 

"The recent technology investments we had "The recent technology investments we had "The recent technology investments we had "The recent technology investments we had 

made through our digital transformation made through our digital transformation made through our digital transformation made through our digital transformation 

planning meant the firm had a Swiss Army planning meant the firm had a Swiss Army planning meant the firm had a Swiss Army planning meant the firm had a Swiss Army 

knife of responses to each challenge COVIDknife of responses to each challenge COVIDknife of responses to each challenge COVIDknife of responses to each challenge COVID----19 19 19 19 

threw at us."threw at us."threw at us."threw at us."    
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• As Carter Jonas began to establish home working it was 

also clear the Centre of Excellence function would play 

an important role to analyse and take advantage of the 

insights available from our data.  

 

Information Management strategy - Taking 

advantage of the information captured across our 

applications, we have been able to provide 

insightful reporting and dashboards utilising the 

Microsoft Power BI tools. Working with our 

Finance team we have a long held firm-wide 

objective to improve our time recording and 

billing systems. The Covid-19 crisis has 

accelerated adoption of our key systems and our 

Covid-19 Management Response Team has 

benefited from the insights the reporting that 

these systems allow.  

    

Service Desk Control chart showing the Service Desk Control chart showing the Service Desk Control chart showing the Service Desk Control chart showing the 
increased demand at the start of COVIDincreased demand at the start of COVIDincreased demand at the start of COVIDincreased demand at the start of COVID----19 crisis19 crisis19 crisis19 crisis    
    

• As the first phase to the response was complete and 

technology had demonstrated its value to the business, I 

also believe the Crisis has highlighted the value of our 

people – a team with the right skills in order provide a 

rapid response. From the sta% who field calls on the 

service desk, ensuring timely responses even during 

higher call volumes to the infrastructure teams 

deploying technologies within days.  More than ever the 

people strategy that sits at the heart of our IT Strategy 

has demonstrated its value. With the right people with 

the right skills an essential element of our ability to 

provide a rapid and e%ective response through this 

di;cult period.  

• The crisis has also shown how important strong supplier 

relationships are. Like many businesses we leant on our 

key providers, expecting quick responses to the 

changing demands of the firm. Initially revolving around 

the data-communications and hardware deployment, 

and soon turned to license and cost negotiations due to 

the unprecedented situation. 

    
Digital TransformationDigital TransformationDigital TransformationDigital Transformation    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
• Following the successful initiative to support sta% 

working from home we began to witness the speed in 

which people accepted the change both in their working 

environment, but also in process improvements and 

release of new systems. 

• Over the timeframe of the COVID emergency we have 

implemented various incremental transformation to our 

processes, but also had to introduce new services in a 

big bang approach. 

• The COVID-19 emergency has torn down Cultural 

barriers and sticking points to adoption have been 

removed, accelerating our digital transformation. What 

was anticipated for taking 12-36 months to achieve has 

taken in some cases just 12-36 days! Our people have 

realised the importance of quickly adapting to the 

changing environment and the benefit of doing so this 

would enable to the support they are able to o%er our 

clients.    

"…"…"…"…the Crisis has highlighted the value of our people the Crisis has highlighted the value of our people the Crisis has highlighted the value of our people the Crisis has highlighted the value of our people ----    a team with the right skills in order provide a rapid a team with the right skills in order provide a rapid a team with the right skills in order provide a rapid a team with the right skills in order provide a rapid 
response"response"response"response"    

""""    The COVIDThe COVIDThe COVIDThe COVID----19 emergency has torn down Cultural barriers and sticking points to adoption have been 19 emergency has torn down Cultural barriers and sticking points to adoption have been 19 emergency has torn down Cultural barriers and sticking points to adoption have been 19 emergency has torn down Cultural barriers and sticking points to adoption have been 
removed, accelerating our digital transformation. " removed, accelerating our digital transformation. " removed, accelerating our digital transformation. " removed, accelerating our digital transformation. "     
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Collaboration toolsCollaboration toolsCollaboration toolsCollaboration tools    

Traditional tangible benefits included savings on travel costs and hours lost during 
the meeting commute, and the firm had already promoted to improve our 
environment carbon footprint through the CEMARS accreditation. 
  
Yet through the enforcement of the COVID lockdown, and the introduction of the 
latest collaboration tools, usage increased by over 80%. Access to knowledge and 
expertise is still readably available, stand-up project and team meetings have 
become more focused, and overall, our people are satisfied with the experience. 

  

Centralisation of switchboard Centralisation of switchboard Centralisation of switchboard Centralisation of switchboard 
functionsfunctionsfunctionsfunctions    

Carter Jonas had already benefiting from the implementation of a central VOIP 
telephone system. Therefore, reducing the maintenance and management of the 
actual system. The system gave the team the flexibility to meet the changing 
requirements and response to the COVID crisis. 
  
During the furlough process we were also able to analyse the data from the phone 
system, to match demand for our incoming call enquires, and was able to quickly 
introduce a central telephone switchboard, maintained by operatives working from 
home. Laptop software and headsets took over from the traditional hardware. 
  
Working with a key third party supplier, we have also benefited from o%ering our 
clients 24/7 call handling. 
  

Centralisation of postal servicesCentralisation of postal servicesCentralisation of postal servicesCentralisation of postal services    

With 34 UK o;ces traditionally, the post was handled by each o;ce and distributed 
accordingly. As part of the digital transformation programme the initiative to 
centralise the postal services has also been accelerated by the COVID-19 response. 
Incoming post is now received into three regions and utilising scanning technology 
the documents are then distributed electronically. 
  
Although most of our communications are now electronic, we are also in the process 
of reviewing and implementing a new outbound postal system. Working with a third 
party to reduce the need to send post from the o;ces, instead posting electronically 
to a central secure mail room for hard copy distribution. 
  

Automation & RPA (Robotic Automation & RPA (Robotic Automation & RPA (Robotic Automation & RPA (Robotic 
Process Automation)Process Automation)Process Automation)Process Automation)    

Post the COVID-19 response the IT Department have been an instrumental part of 
the process review and introduction of Automation and RPA solutions. These 
transformational activities have included the review of the following processes: 
• Hire to retire 
• Source to Pay 
• Instruction to Cash 
• IT Service Management 
  
As a growing business (at an average of 10% YOY) and as the demands increase the 
digital transformation programme will play an important role to give time back to 
our people. COVID-19 lockdown is enabling our employees to be help review our 
processes current state and having input in their future state design. 

  

Document ManagementDocument ManagementDocument ManagementDocument Management    

As part of information security strategy and to improve our documents control 
practices teams have embraced the iManage Document Management Solution, which 
will continued to be rolled out to further teams post COVID-19. People are benefiting 
from: 
• collaborating on files across locations 
• filing emails to project folders 
• version control 
• quicker search and retrieval 
• Integration with e-signatures and comparable tools 
  
All in a secure method, helping maintain the integrity and confidentially of our 
electronic files. Reliance on physical files and print have reduced dramatically. 
  

Accelerated initiatives during and post COVIDAccelerated initiatives during and post COVIDAccelerated initiatives during and post COVIDAccelerated initiatives during and post COVID----19191919    
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• We will continue to measure information and system 

utilisation during the crisis, and as part of the ‘Plan/Do/

Check/Act’ Demming-Cycle, take the opportunity to 

improve our systems and processes. The IT department has 

more recently embraced lean thinking and working 

alongside our Business Analyst team are helping to identify 

waste and introduce technology such as automation and 

RPA to reduce wasteful processes. 

 

• IT is working closely with other business areas to promote 

open systems thinking and innovation. Our Geo-Spatial 

teams are at the forefront of our Information Management 

Strategy, using the latest Geo and mapping technology to 

represent our data. Our innovation hubs are also reviewing 

the external environment and post COVID solutions through 

mobile apps, IoT, smart cities, and 5G. 

SummarySummarySummarySummary    

    

"…"…"…"…technology has become an enabler for business change"technology has become an enabler for business change"technology has become an enabler for business change"technology has become an enabler for business change"    
    

• The value of a well developed and implemented IT strategy has been demonstrated, not just by supporting utility based 

services and infrastructure such as email & internet, but also by being nimble and flexible so that implementing technology as 

part of the COVID-19 response could be front and centre meaning technology has become an enabler for business change. 

• The investment of the three pillars: Cloud First Strategy; Agile Working Strategy; and Information Security laid down the 

foundations to our successful COVID-19 response.  

• With this ‘Swiss Army knife’ at hand, we were able to concentrate on delivering the required solutions.  

• Our relationships with our suppliers meant we had teams at hand that understood our business and were able to deliver on 

the required outcomes. 

• We have demonstrated the importance of having an IT Strategy aligned to the Digital Transformation Strategy, so that they 

are both able to feed into the overall business strategy and respond quickly to changes in our external environment.  

• The COVID-19 response has also shown the importance of capturing and maintaining good quality data in order to provide 

accurate insights and help with the decision-making process. 

• Post the COVID-10 emergency the IT team along with the other business services teams will continue to help the business 

deliver operational & business transformation, adapting through increasing system utilisation, and help aid improvements to 

the way we work through technology.  

 CARTER JONAS 

Carter Jonas LLP is a leading UK property consultancy 

working across commercial property, residential sales 

and lettings, rural, planning, development and national 

infrastructure.  Supported by a national network of 34 

o;ces and 700 property professionals.  Our teams are 

renowned for their quality of service, expertise and the 

simply better advice simply better advice simply better advice simply better advice they o%er their clients. 
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Tim SpencerTim SpencerTim SpencerTim Spencer    

IT Director 

tim.spencer1@carterjonas.co.uk 

    

Follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn 

and Instagram @carterjonas 


